
 Sociological studies published by NPLabs have allowed diverse neighborhoods to be brought together 
around community centers that simultaneously reflect local diversity and allow rapid construction by reusing 
designs of foundations.
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1. Project thatʼs doomed to fail (4 5)
2. These days, it contains circuit breakers (4 3)
3. A British gent puts his foot straight through it (7 3)
4. You may win a beauty contest after you land here (9 5)
5. Their sales clerks dress in stripes (4 6)
6. Helen Mirren gets her kit off for this movie (8 5)
7. Historically, it went under the bed (7 3)
8. Technologically old-fashined term for six-pack abs (9 7)
9. Film with a wheelchair-bound Jimmy Stewart (4 6)
10. Once around the track after crossing the finish line (7 3)
11. Alternative name for an avocado (9 4)
12. Defense against the elements often in the Midwest (5 6)

1. Previous name for synchronized swimming (5 6)
2. You can reduce it with shorter showers (5 4)
3. Itʼs seen in rapids (5 5)
4. What you see as a TV sportscaster reviews the day (9 4)
5. Itʼs famous for its yellow border (8 10)
6. Ponytail turned up and secured with a clip (ooh la la!) (6 5)
7. He was penalized at the Masters in 2013 (5 5)
8. Bill of exchange where the bank withdrawal comes first (7ʼ1 5)
9. Their ranch is famous, but not for beef (6 6)
10. The Pink Pantherʼs Phantom, for one (5 5)
11. Highly recognizable section of Handelʼs Messiah (10 6)
12. Ordinary-looking woman (5 4)

Blue tiles represent a specific word. Red tiles represent any single word that contains the letter, bigram or trigram intact within it. Yellow tiles 
represent any single word that fits in the category. Tiles can represent a different word every time they are used. Each clue answer is 
represented by the two tiles under that number in its grid, one word per tile, in either direction.
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1. Environmentally-oriented political entity (5 5)
2. An official aims it straight up (7ʼ1 6)
3. James Bondʼs variant of a cocktail (5 7)
4. Four years of Picassoʼs life (4 6)
5. It gets out red wine stains (4 4)
6. It was followed by “Under the Cherry Moonˮ (6 4)
7. This: ‡ (6 6)
8. Something that attracts attention and criticism (9 3)
9. A shy film star may use one (4 6)
10. Colloquially, you shouldnʼt take any (6 7)
11. Bribes may be withdrawn from it (5 4)
12. The structure of CO₂ has two (6 5)

1. It doesnʼt include William & Mary or Rutgers (3 6)
2. Key thatʼs often to the right of End (4 4)
3. It appears in gay-friendly businessesʼ windows (5 4)
4. A tourist may carry their passport in it (5 4)
5. It may offer classes in etiquette and posture (5 6)
6. This:     for dele, or this:    for insert (11ʼ1 4)
7. Plaything you may start with a string (8 3)
8. George Clintonʼs band (10-10)
9. What every player in Clue becomes (6 7)
10. Hong Kong or Gibraltar, once, to England (5 6)
11. Corporate policy broken on Casual Fridays (5 4)
12. It doesnʼt close all the way in the back (8 4)
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1. What you might want another doctor for (6 7)
2. People on “American Idolˮ usually want to be one (3 6)
3. It debuted the night before “ERˮ (7 4)
4. Bobbyʼs office? (8 4)
5. Mixed drink with gin, cherry brandy & juices (9 5)
6. One-quarter of the way to Proxima Centauri, give or take (5 4)
7. You can build one with a rope and a tire (4 5)
8. Without even one more cigarette (4 6)
9. Japanese propaganda broadcaster in WWII (5 4)
10. He played Ferrari in Casablanca (6 11)
11. Nearly every federal holiday creates one (4 7)
12. Source of fibre, vitamin E, and shell spitting (9 5)

1. Somewhat derogatory term for a romantic film (5 5)
2. What Snoopyʼs Sopwith Camel actually was (3 5)
3. Subject (or victim) of a thought experiment (11ʼ1 3)
4. March treat from McDonaldʼs (8 5)
5. “Donʼt Dream Itʼs Overˮ band (7 5)
6. Mixed drink with rum, grenadine, & lemon juice (7ʼ1 5)
7. Reality show of 2012 to rival “Big Brotherˮ, with The (5 5)
8. Christopher, where travellers are concerned (6 5)
9. Slang for an asylumʼs cell (6 4)
10. Kind of tournament where everyone plays everyone (5 5)
11. You see it (and more like it) on a topo map (7 4)
12. Formistʼs stationery? (5 5)

______ + ______ + ______ = ____________________
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